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The authors note that Fig. 3 and its corresponding legend appeared incorrectly. The corrected figure and its corrected legend appear below.

Fig. 3. (A) 1H NMR spectrum of UDP-Glc and wild-type Gsy2p following (A, i) overnight incubation, (A, ii) 3 h incubation, and (A, iii) no incubation. Left is from 5.0 to 5.3 ppm highlighting H1′α protons downfield of the water signal, and Right highlights H1′β protons (4.48–4.59 ppm) upfield of the water signal. (B) 1H NMR spectrum highlighting regions from 5.6 to 5.8 ppm of UDP-Glc with (B, i) wild-type Gsy2p and G6P following 6 h incubation, (B, ii) control with no Gsy2p. Asterisk highlights peak for H1′ of GCP. (C) Mass spectrum of NMR sample demonstrating a mass peak corresponding to GCP.
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Glycogen is a glucose polymer that contains minor amounts of covalently attached phosphate. Hyperphosphorylation is deleterious to glycogen structure and can lead to Lafora disease. Recently, it was demonstrated that glycogen synthase catalyzes glucose–phosphate transfer in addition to its characteristic glucose transfer reaction. Glucose-1,2-cyclic-phosphate (GCP) was proposed to be formed from UDP-Glc breakdown and subsequently transferred, thus providing a source of phosphate found in glycogen. To gain further insight into the molecular basis for glucose–phosphate transfer, two structures of yeast glycogen synthase were determined; a 3.0-Å resolution structure of the complex with UMP/GCP and a 2.8-Å resolution structure of the complex with UDP/glucose. Structural superposition of the complexes revealed that the bound ligands and most active site residues are positioned similarly, consistent with the use of a common transfer mechanism for both reactions. The N-terminal domain of the UDP-glucose complex was found to be 13.3° more closed compared with a UDP complex. However, the UMP-GCP complex was 4.8° less closed than the glucose complex, which may explain the low efficiency of GCP transfer. Modeling of either α- or β-glucose or a mixture of both anomers can account for the observed electron density of the UDP-glucose complex. NMR studies of UDP-Glc hydrolysis by yeast glycogen synthase were used to verify the stereochemistry of the product, and they also showed synchronous GCP accumulation. The similarities in the active sites of glycogen synthase and glycogen phosphorylase support the idea of a common catalytic mechanism in GT-B enzymes independent of the specific reaction catalyzed.

crystallography | glycosyltransfer

Branched glucose polymers, glycogen and starch, are used by nearly all living organisms as an osmotically neutral means of energy storage. These polymers are constructed through the formation of α-1,4-glycosidic bonds and branching points, which use α-1,6-glycosidic linkages (1, 2). Glycogen is found in most animal, fungi, bacteria, and archaea, whereas photosynthetic eukaryotes or their nonphotosynthetic derivatives (such as apicomplexa parasites) use starch (2). Although primarily a glucose reservoir, glycogen also contains minor amounts of both glucosamine and phosphate (3). In animals and yeast, glycogen biosynthesis requires the action of three enzymes: glycogenin, glycogen synthase, and the branching enzyme. Most fungal and animal glycogen syntheses use uridine diphosphoglucose (UDP-Glc) as the glucose donor, whereas bacterial, some parasitic, and plant glycogen/starch syntheses use adenosine diphosphoglucose (ADP-Glc). Glycogen breakdown is catalyzed by glycogen phosphorylase which uses the cofactor pyridoxal 5’-phosphate (PLP) in combination with inorganic phosphate to phosphorolytically cleave glycogen and generate glucose-1-phosphate.

Glycogen synthase (GS) is classified as a glycosyltransferase (GT), a large superfamily of enzymes that transfer a sugar residue from an activated sugar donor to an acceptor molecule (4). To date, GTs have been grouped into more than 90 families (5) (www.cazy.org) based on sequence similarity. The nucleotide sugar-dependent GTs have been shown to adopt either GT-A or GT-B folds which consist of two associated domains, one of which contains a dinucleotide fold responsible for donor nucleotide recognition (4). The GT-A fold consists of two tightly associated domains, resulting in some describing it as a single-domain fold, whereas the GT-B fold is composed of two structurally distinct dinucleotide folds characterized by a deep interdomain cleft (6). GS enzymes have been classified as GT-B enzymes that are further subdivided into two families, GT3 and GT5 (7). The bacterial, archaeal, and plant glycogen/starch synthase enzymes are grouped into the GT5 family, whereas the mammalian, yeast, and fungal enzymes are grouped into the GT3 family. Although it catalyzes the breakdown of glycogen, glycogen phosphorylase is structurally classified as a GT-B enzyme and is placed in the GT3 family. Functionally, the GTs are classified as either retaining or inverting, in reference to the stereochemistry at the anomeric carbon of the substrates and products; both GS and phosphorylase are retaining-type GTs. Although the catalytic mechanism of inverting GTs is generally well understood, the mechanism used by the retaining GTs remains elusive.

Glycogen is known to contain minor amounts of covalently attached phosphate, and excessive accumulation of covalent phosphate is thought to underlie Lafora disease, a devastating form of myoclonus epilepsy that is ultimately fatal (8–10). Where the phosphate is located on the glucose residues with glycogen is an active area of investigation, as is the mechanism by which it is introduced. Tagliabracci et al. recently showed that GS not only catalyzed the transfer of glucose but also incorporated the β-phosphate of UDP-Glc at a frequency of 1 phosphate per
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Significance

Glycogen is a branched glucose polymer found in most animals, fungi, bacteria, and archaea as an osmotically neutral means of energy storage. Glycogen also contains minor amounts of phosphate which can be removed by a dual specificity phosphatase, laforin. Accumulation of phosphate results in highly insoluble glycogen deposits and underlies Lafora disease, a devastating form of myoclonus epilepsy. In this paper, we present structural and kinetic data that support a plausible mechanism by which phosphate is directly incorporated into glycogen by glycogen synthase.
~10,000 glucoses, with release of UMP rather than UDP (11). This study also revealed that the phosphate in glycogen was present as C2- and C3-phosphoaminoesters (11). It was proposed that the presence of phosphomonoesters in glycogen was due to the ability of GS to use either glucose-1,2-cyclic phosphate (GCP) or glucose-1,3-cyclic phosphate, which can be formed from the breakdown of UDP-Glc (12, 13), as donors in the active site (11). By this mechanism, GS could use the same catalytic mechanism regardless of whether UDP-Glc or the cyclic phosphates were present in the active site. No physiological role has yet been associated with phosphate in glycogen, although the presence of excessive phosphate is known to be detrimental to glycogen structure (14). In contrast, another report has refuted the ability of glycogen synthase to catalyze this incorporation and identified, in addition to the aforementioned 2' and 3' phosphate, glucose residues modified at the 6' position with covalent phosphate (15). The authors suggested that the radioactive phosphate observed in glycogen elongated by glycogen synthase was, in fact, due to the retention of nonspecifically bound β-2-P-UDP in the glycogen (15). However, laforin phosphatase was able to remove the phosphate from this labeled glycogen (11), and there is no evidence to suggest that Laforin can catalyze the removal of phosphate groups from UDP. Our laboratory continues to seek a mechanistic explanation for the ability of glycogen synthase to not only catalyze the incorporation of glucose into glycogen but also elucidate the role of glycogen synthase in covalent phosphate incorporation. The mechanistic enigma surrounding glycosyl transfer and the widespread significance of the reactions catalyzed by GTs make investigation of their catalytic mechanism important because it is central both to a fundamental understanding of their chemistry and toward therapeutic applications in diseases such as Lafora disease.

In this report, we present the crystal structure of the allosterically activated form of yeast glycogen synthase (Gsy2p) in complexes with either UDP-Glc or UMP-GCP. In each structure, one of the four subunits of Gsy2p has captured a catalytically relevant state of the nucleotide and donor sugar molecule, whereas the other subunits retain only the nucleotide. NMR studies of UDP-Glc hydrolysis by Gsy2p were used to verify the stereochemistry of the reaction products and unexpectedly revealed the production of GCP. The structural similarities observed in the Gsy2p complexes with either Glc or GCP to the Escherichia coli glycogen synthase and the maltodextrin phosphorylase structure bound to 1-deoxylucose and maltodextrin are consistent with the use of a common mechanism of glycosyl transfer in GT-B enzymes.

Results

We solved the structure of yeast Gsy2p in its activated state with bound G-6-P for a series of complexes with (i) UDP and UDP Glc, (ii) UMP, and (iii) UMP-GCP to resolutions between 2.7 and 3.0 Å (Table 1). The overall architecture of the G-6-P activated state of Gsy2p has been described for the R589A/R592A mutant (16). In brief, Gsy2p is a tetrameric protein, and each subunit of Gsy2p has been described for the R589A/R592A mutant (16). Due to the limited resolution and the possibility of water-mediated ring opening of GCP, we attempted to model glucose-1-phosphate (G-1-P) and glucose-2-phosphate (G-2-P) into the observed electron density. The G-1-P ligand could only be modeled and refined after moving R320 out of its electron density to accommodate the phosphate group (Figs. S1 and S2). Although the original density has difficulty accommodating the G-2-P model and clearly shows the phosphate group out of the original electron density (Fig. S1), refinement in REFMAC5 appears to account for the electron density around the G-2-P and R320 (Fig. S2). However, analysis of the refined model with G-2-P shows that the refinement has distorted the chair conformation of the sugar ring. The refined GCP model is the only one that can satisfactorily explain the observed density before and after refinement (Figs. S1 and S2) and maintain good stereochemistry. The C1 atom of the GCP is positioned in an orientation that makes it available for transfer to an activated acceptor. Binding of GCP and the allosteric activator of Gsy2p, G-6-P, was probed by using differential scanning fluorimetry (Fig. S3). The binding of both ligands was characterized by an increase in Tm (Fig. S3A and Table S1), which is consistent with ligand-induced protein stabilization.

The Gsy2p-E169Q-G-6-P-UDP-Glc complex was obtained by cocystalization in the presence of UDP-Glc and G-6-P. The Gsy2p-E169Q mutant retains less than 1% catalytic activity relative to the wild-type enzyme and was used for cocystalization experiments with UDP-Glc in hopes of limiting turnover. As with the GCP structure, only one of the subunits retained both UDP and the glucosyl moiety; the remaining subunits retained only UDP. The lack of an available acceptor molecule and the time frame for crystallization likely led to the nonproductive hydrolysis of UDP-Glc to UDP and Glc. Modeling of either α- or β-Glc or a mixture of both C1 anomers can account for the observed electron density illustrated in Fig. 1 B and C. The distance between the closest β-phosphate oxygen and the C1 of either the α- or β-Glc is longer (3.8 or 3.3 Å, respectively) than would be expected if the covalent bond was still intact. The GCP and Glc moieties are bound within the same relative subunit (subunit C), and their respective C1 atoms occupy almost identical positions within their respective active sites (Fig. 2). Additionally, most of the active site residues are similarly positioned around these two glucosyl moieties.

Structural alignment using the program DynDom (8) of the UDP-Glc bound subunit with a subunit containing only UDP revealed a rotation of 13.3° (Fig. S4). The rmsd between the N-terminal domain α-carbons (4–205, 210–274, and 597–637) and the C-terminal domain α-carbons (206–209 and 275–596) are 0.52 and 0.41 Å, suggestive of a global rigid body domain movement. The active site domain closure creates an additional interaction between the interdomain cleft of the 3′OH of the ribos moiety of UDP with the side chain of S26 that is absent in the more open domain conformations found in other subunits. Comparison of the UDP molecules in the presence and absence of glucose shows that there is a difference in the orientation of the α- and β-phosphate groups (Figs. S4 and S5). In contrast to the fully closed active site structure observed in the UDP Glc complex, the N-terminal domain position in the UMP-GCP bound
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subunit is intermediate in positioning, with 4.8° less closure (Fig. S6).

**Glucose Binding Pocket.** The interactions between Gsy2p and the bound glucosyl and GCP molecules are similar (Fig. 2 and Fig. S5). Their 6′-OH groups interact with the universally conserved side chains of H193 and N269. The 4′-OH group is within hydrogen bonding distance to the peptide nitrogen of G512 and to one of the β-phosphate oxygens. However, the interactions at the 3′OH and 2′OH groups differ due to the presence of the cyclic phosphate on GCP. The 3′OH groups in the glucose moiety and GCP interact with the peptide nitrogen of W511, but the additional interaction with the side chain of E509 observed in the Glc structure is lacking in the GCP structure (Fig. 2 and Fig. S5). The latter motion is likely induced by the presence of the charged α-phosphate group of UMP. In the Glc structure, the 2′OH interacts with both the side chain of R199 and the β-phosphate of UDP. In the GCP structure, the 2′OH is now bonded to the phosphate, and the side chain of R199 interacts with the phosphoryl group.

**Nucleotide Binding Pocket.** The interactions between Gsy2p and the UDP/UMP molecules are similar to those reported previously (16), although the higher resolution of the activated state structures reported here permits better visualization of those interactions. In all our nucleotide bound structures, the uridine ring is sandwiched between the aromatic side chains of F480 and Y492. The O4 group of the uridine moiety is within hydrogen-bonding distance to the peptide nitrogen of L481, and the 2′- and 3′OH groups of the ribosyl moiety are within hydrogen-bonding distance to the side chain E517. Although the conformations for the uridine and ribose rings are identical in all of the structures, we observe two different conformations of the diphosphates, depending on whether Glc is also bound within the active site. The conformations of the α- and β-phosphates are essentially switched. For convenience we will refer to UDP conformation with bound Glc as UDP<sub>b</sub> (pretransfer) and the other conformation as UDP<sub>a</sub> (posttransfer), illustrated in Fig. S5 B–D.

In UDP<sub>a</sub>, the diphosphate group of UDP lies parallel to the plane of the Glc, and the 1′OH of α-Glc is within hydrogen bonding distance to one of the UDP β-phosphate oxygens. However, when modeled in the β-configuration, the 1′OH is incapable of making this interaction. The α-phosphate group is within hydrogen-bonding distance to the peptide nitrogens of Y513 and T514 and the side chain hydroxyl of T514. The β-phosphate group interacts with the side chains of R320 and K326 and the peptide nitrogen of G23, located across the interdomain cleft. In contrast, it is the α-phosphate of the UDP<sub>b</sub> conformation that interacts with the side chain of K326 and the peptide nitrogen and side chain of R320. The bridging oxygen of the diphosphate is also within hydrogen-bonding distance to R320. The β-phosphate in the UDP<sub>a</sub> conformation interacts with the peptide nitrogens from Y513 and T514 and the hydroxyl group of T514.

The uridine O2 in UMP appears to make an additional interaction with R20 which is in the N terminus in a region that was generally found to be highly disordered; this interaction is only observed in the subunit where GCP is bound. The phosphate of UMP in the presence of GCP appears to interact with the helical dipole provided by helix α19. However, the phosphate group in the active site with UMP only bound appears to interact with the main chain amide nitrogen of R320, the R320 side chain, and the T514 hydroxyl group. The side chain of K326 is also within hydrogen-bonding distance to the phosphate of UMP.

**Fig. 1.** All of the electron density maps were calculated from the initial protein models before the addition of ligands and are displayed upon the respective conformation that interacts with the peptide nitrogens βC. All of the electron density maps were calculated from the initial protein models before the addition of ligands and are displayed upon the respective conformation interacts with the peptide nitrogens βC. The conformations of the α- and β-phosphates are essentially switched. For convenience we will refer to UDP conformation with bound Glc as UDP<sub>b</sub> (pretransfer) and the other conformation as UDP<sub>a</sub> (posttransfer), illustrated in Fig. S5 B–D.

**Fig. 2.** Stereo representation of selected active site residues in the glycogen synthase active sites. Superposition of Gsy2pE169Q (cyan) in complex with UDP and glucose (yellow) with Gsy2pR589/92A (green) in complex with UMP and GCP using green for the protein residues and blue for the ligands.

Fig. 1. All of the electron density maps were calculated from the initial protein models before the addition of ligands and are displayed upon the respective final refined structures. (A) Original σA-weighted 2F<sub>o</sub> − F<sub>c</sub> electron density maps contoured at 1σ around the UMP and GCP. (B and C) Original σA-weighted 2F<sub>o</sub> − F<sub>c</sub> electron density contours at 1σ for the hydrolyzed UDP-Glc within the active site of Gsy2p E169Q. The figures were generated by PyMOL.
'H-NMR Monitoring of Stereoregional Course of UDP-Glc Hydrolysis by Gsy2p. Our crystal structures with bound Glc are consistent with the formation of α- and/or β-Glc from hydrolysis of UDP-Glc. However, given the time frame of crystallographic experiments, it is not clear if the anemic mixture was produced catalytically or through mutarotation of one anomer over time. To assess whether the nonproductive hydrolytic reaction results in anomerically selective products, NMR analysis was carried out. The production of Glc using the wild-type Gsy2p enzyme was evident within 3 h of incubation, and both α- and β-Glc appeared simultaneously, consistent with a nonstereoselective hydrolytic activity (Fig. 3A). An unexpected resonance was also observed to accumulate during the same experiment. The spectrum following an overnight incubation shows the presence of a doublet between 5.2 and 5.4 ppm (Fig. 3B). This doublet was also present in the 1D 'H NMR of the chemically synthesized GCP used for the crystallographic experiments. Mass spectroscopy was used to determine the identity of the small molecule(s) present in the NMR reaction mixture. A small molecule with an m/z of 243.02 (Fig. 3C) was detected, consistent with the presence of GCP. A time course analysis revealed that detectable amounts of GCP were formed within 3 h of incubating the enzyme with substrate (Fig. S7).

Discussion

Lafora disease is an autosomal recessive juvenile-onset myoclonus epilepsy, characterized by abnormal glycogen deposits known as Lafora bodies, which contain an insoluble and poorly branched glycogen-like polysaccharide, termed polyglucosan. It is estimated that ∼50% of patients with Lafora disease have mutations in the gene that codes for laforin (9, 10, 17), a phosphatase that dephosphorylates glycogen (18). Analysis of the glycogen from Lafora bodies revealed the presence of abnormally high levels of phosphate (14, 15, 18, 19), raising the question of how phosphate is incorporated into glycogen. Here we present results that provide strong evidence for a plausible mechanism by which glycogen synthase can catalyze the transfer of 2-phosphoglucone into glycogen using a similar reaction scheme for both glucosyl and phosphoglucosyl transfer, albeit with considerably different efficiencies. Whether a similar direct mechanism for introduction of 3′ or 6′ phosphate exists is currently unknown, but the tendency of phosphomonoesters to migrate to neighboring hydroxyl groups is well established (20–22) and may provide an explanation for the occurrence of the other phosphomonoesters as possibly derived from 2′-phosphomonoesters.

Comparison of the structures of GCP and Glc bound to the active site of Gsy2p reveals that the binding is nearly identical even though the GCP bound structure was obtained by soaking, whereas the Glc-bound structure was obtained from hydrolysis of UDP-Glc during co-crystallization. The occupation of nearly identical positions in the active site by these two compounds suggests the proposal that phosphate incorporation is due to the formation of cyclic phosphates within the active site and that Gs uses a similar mechanism during Glc or G-2-P transfer. The anomeric carbons of both GCP and Glc are in a location that is accessible for transfer to an acceptor. At a resolution of 2.7 Å it was difficult to distinguish between α- and β-Glc as the products of UDP-Glc because both anomers appeared to fit the electron density equally well. Given that Glc undergoes mutarotation at a rate of ∼0.015 min−1 (23), we chose to use proton NMR to more definitively determine the stereochemistry of the products of UDP-Glc hydrolysis. Collecting the NMR data over a time course revealed the appearance of peaks consistent with the formation of both α- and β-Glc synchronously, suggesting that either anomer is released in the absence of an acceptor. It seems likely that there are fewer steric constraints on a bound water in the active site such that either the α- or β-face of Glc is accessible. Overnight incubation of G4-6-P-activated Gsy2p with UDP-Glc revealed the accumulation of GCP, previously proposed to be an intermediate in the reaction in the incorporation of phosphate into glycogen. The identity of this peak in the NMR spectrum was verified by LC-MS which allows us to infer that several factors contribute to the generation of GCP and also to limiting the incorporation of GCP into glycogen. We propose that the conformation in which UDP-Glc is held within the active site promotes the formation of GCP because the 2′OH is positioned in close proximity to the β-phosphorus atom (Fig. SS B and C). Attack by the 2′OH on the β-phosphate yields GCP and UMP. However, the formation of this intermediate is incompatible with a fully closed active site structure. Compared with the UDP-Glc structure, the UMP-GCP bound structure shows two distinct structural adaptations with the presence of GCP. First, the N-terminal domain is 4.8° less closed than the Glc structure. This domain positioning may be due to the inability of the peptide nitrogen of G23 to interact with the β-phosphate after the formation of GCP. Without this interaction it is possible that the interaction between S26 and the 3′OH of the uridine ribosyl group is insufficient to hold the domain closed. Second, the presence of UMP and GCP also results in the repositioning of E509, which is likely repelled by the more highly charged α-phosphate group of UMP. A more open domain conformation and the loss of the interaction between the 3′OH of GCP and E509 could affect GCP retention within the active site and lower its efficiency of transfer to the nonreducing end of a glycogen chain.

Based on the peak heights for GCP in the NMR spectrum, we would conservatively estimate that ∼700 μM GCP was generated over a 12-h time frame by 15 μM Gsy2p, giving a rate of 0.065 min−1. The concentration of GCP was approximated by measuring the relative area under the peak at 5.2–5.4 and comparing this to the area under the curve for the H1′ of UDP-glucose of known concentration from the beginning of the reaction. (C) Mass spectrum of unknown peak in NMR spectrum demonstrating a mass peak at 243.03.
1:10,000 cycles. Given the limitations of both experimental approaches, the fact that they give ratios in the same range is suggestive that this process is likely the one operating in cells. In addition, GCP was only detectable when the enzyme was present as the G-6-P activated state. An NMR spectrum of a control overnight incubation between Gsy2p and G-6-P alone did not show the presence of GCP. Our attempts to detect GCP production in the absence of G-6-P or in the presence of acceptor substrates were unsuccessful. However, even though GCP did not accumulate in the absence of acceptors or activators, we did observe the production of free glucose. This suggests that in the absence of an acceptor, detectable GCP production occurs only in the activated state, whereas the hydrolysis of UDP-Glc can occur in either activity state. Our attempts to characterize GCP binding in the presence or absence of UMP/G6P revealed that the presence of these ligands did not change the observed EC50 of ~10 mM (Table S1), consistent with the binding of GCP to a distinct site that does not overlap with either UMP or G6P.

The chemical mechanism underlying retaining glycosyl transferases generates considerable debate, and although these structures do not necessarily settle the debate, they do provide compelling evidence that the incorporation of glucose and glucose-2-phosphate into glycogen may have similar mechanistic underpinnings. Our UDP-Glc structure is very similar to that obtained for the E. coli glycogen synthase structure prepared by incubation with ADP-Glc. Consequently, the mechanism used by all glycogen synthases will undoubtedly use identical chemistries. Most retaining glycosyl transferases lack an identifiable nucleophile within their respective active sites, suggesting that they use an S2/S4 mechanism for glucosyl transfer (Fig. 4). The active sites of glycogen synthases not only lack an identifiable amino acid side chain as a nucleophile, they also lack an easily identifiable amino acid serving as a general base. Structural alignment of the closed ADP-Glc structure of E. coli glycogen synthase active site with the Gsy2p structures (Fig. 5) reported here leads to the conclusion that the diphosphate of the UDP leaving group is likely protonates and activates the incoming acceptor 4-OH group. In the case of GCP, the cyclic phosphate may perform this same function, albeit with lowered efficiency. Because glycogen synthase is a non-metal-dependent glycosyl-transferase, stabilization of the UDP leaving group is accomplished through hydrogen-bonding interactions, which include the side chains of R199, R320, and K326 and the helical dipole and peptide nitrogens contributed by residues 513–521. In contrast, stabilization of the 2-phosphate leaving group in GCP appears to be accomplished by R199 and R320. Last, the peptide carbonyl oxygen of the residue equivalent to H1193 in Gsy2p has been proposed to stabilize the charge distribution of the oxo-carbenium ion intermediate during glucosyl transfer (24, 25). Our structures are consistent with that proposal.

In addition to the remarkable similarity between the active sites of the yeast and E. coli GS complexes with nucleotide and Glc, striking similarities with the active site of E. coli maltodextrin phosphorylase (MalP) (26) were also observed. When our Gsy2p complexes are aligned to the MalP/PLP,1-deoxy-Glc-maltopentaose complex (PDB 2asv) (Fig. 5), the juxtaposition of the PLP coenzyme in MalP with either UDP or UMP in Gsy2p and the similarity in positioning of the hydrolytic phosphate with either the β-phosphate of UDP or with the cyclic phosphate of GCP are compelling. These similarities underscore their functional relationship and suggest a plausible evolutionary path between the glycogen synthetic and degradative enzymes. The strong conservation of the functional residues in immediate contact with these substrates is clearly seen in this alignment, which stands in stark contrast to the overall sequence identity between these two enzymes (<10% pairwise identity). Thus, even though these enzymes have evolved to optimally use different substrates for their opposing action on the glycogen polymer, the amino acid contributions to the catalytic events are remarkably well conserved. In this context, it is worth noting that in vitro at supraphysiologic concentrations of G-1-P, phosphorylase can catalyze the transfer of Glc to the nonreducing end of a glycogen chain and that this reverse reaction serves as the standard assay for glycogen phosphorylase. It is also notable that rabbit glycogen phosphorylase was also crystallized with GCP bound in the
active site (27) where it acts as a transition-state mimic and inhibitor rather than a substrate of phosphorylase (28).

In conclusion, we have solved the structure of yeast glycogen synthase 2 in complex with both UDP-Glc and UMP-GCP. These structures provide plausible mechanisms by which glycogen synthase transfers Glc from UDP-Glc to glycogen, and, as a rare side reaction, introduces phosphate at the 2′ position of a growing polysaccharide chain, thereby providing another step toward explaining the phosphorylation of glycogen.

Methods

Mutagenesis, Expression, and Purification of Yeast Glycogen Synthase. The Saccharomyces cerevisiae glycogen synthase, Gsy2p, gene in the pET-28A vector (16) was used as the template for the PCR to generate the point mutations E169Q and R899A/R592A. Site-directed mutagenesis was carried out by QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis. The identity and sequence integrity of all clones produced were verified by DNA sequencing. The expression and purification of His-tagged Gsy2p was carried out as described for the wild-type protein (16). Purified protein was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored in 20 mM Tris HCl (pH 8.0) and 1 mM DTT at −80 °C.

Cryocrystallography and Data Collection. Crystals of the activated state conformation of Gsy2p, E169Q and R899A/R592A were prepared, cryoprotected, and frozen as described previously (16). Crystals of Gsy2p-R899A/R592A with UDP and G-6-P were grown in the presence of 2 mM UMP and 25 mM G-6-P. GCP crystals were obtained by adding GCP (10 μM) briefly to the UMP cocrystals followed by immediate freezing. Crystals of Gsy2pE169Q were grown in the presence of 2 mM UDP-Glc and 25 mM G-6-P. The data sets were collected at the Advanced Photon Source at beamline 19-ID operated by Structural Biology Center – Collaborative Access Team. The data sets were indexed, integrated, and scaled using the HKL3000 program suite (29). The structures were solved by molecular replacement using MOLREP, part of the Collaborative Computational Project Number 4 (CCP4) program package using the Gsy2pR899A/R592A activated state (Protein Data Bank ID code 3NB0) as the search model. The structures were initially refined with rigid body refinement followed by refinement of Translational Isotropic Shifts (TLS) tensors (30, 31) and restrained refinement using REFMACS (32) model building was carried out using the program COOT (33).

NMR. The 1D 1H NMR were acquired using WATERGATE (34) water suppression of samples containing 10% (vol/vol) D2O in a Shigemi NMR tube at room temperature using a Bruker M00 Hz NMR. The 1D 1H NMR were recorded (2 s relaxation delay) with a 6,100-Hz sweep width using 512 scans. The data were processed using Topspin 3.0. Gsy2p (15 μM concentration) was incubated with varying G-6-P (15 mM or 500 μM for the time course experiment) and UDP-Glc (30 mM).

Mass Spectrometry. The mixture of Gsy2p (15 μM), UDP-Glc (30 mM), and G-6-P was injected (1 μL volume) into an Agilent 6520 quadropole time-of-flight mass spectrometer operating in positive ion electrospray ionization-time of flight mode (from 100 to 1,100 m/z). The data were analyzed with formusignments for low-molecular weight compounds using the Mass Hunter software suite.
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